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Before KING, Chief Judge, DAVIS, Circuit Judge, and ROSENTHAL,[1] District Judge. 
 
ROSENTHAL, District Judge: 
 
Thirty years ago, the United States Supreme Court recognized that "[a] contractual provision 
specifying in advance the forum in which disputes shall be litigated and the law to be applied 
is ... an almost indispensable precondition to achievement of the orderliness and predictability 
essential to any international business transaction.... Such a provision obviates the danger that 
a dispute under the agreement might be submitted to a forum hostile to the interests of one of 
the parties or unfamiliar with the problem area involved."[2] When, as here, parties to 
international commercial contracts agree to arbitrate future disputes in a neutral forum, 
orderliness and predictability also depend on the procedures for reviewing and enforcing 
arbitral awards that may result. This appeal arises from an arbitral award (the "Award") made 
in Geneva, Switzerland, involving contracts negotiated and allegedly breached in Indonesia. 
The Award imposed liability and damages against Perusahaan Pertambangan Minyak Dan 
Gas Bumi Negara ("Pertamina"), which is owned by the government of Indonesia, in favor of 
Karaha Bodas Company, L.L.C. ("KBC"), a Cayman Islands company. KBC filed this suit in 
the federal district court in Texas to enforce the Award under the United Nations Convention 
on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (the "New York 
Convention"), and filed enforcement actions in Hong Kong and Canada as well.[3] While 
those enforcement proceedings were pending, Pertamina appealed the Award in the Swiss 
courts, seeking annulment. When that effort failed, and after the Texas district court granted 
summary judgment enforcing the Award, Pertamina obtained an order from an Indonesian 
court annulling the Award.[4] 



 
282 Pertamina appealed to this court. During the appeal, Pertamina filed in the district court a 
motion to set aside the judgment under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b)(2), based on 
newly-discovered evidence Pertamina contended should have been disclosed during the 
arbitration, and under Rule 60(b)(5), based on the Indonesian court's decision annulling the 
arbitration Award. This court remanded to the district court for consideration of Pertamina's 
Rule 60(b) motion.[5] On remand, the district court denied Pertamina's Rule 60(b) motion. 
This appeal consolidates Pertamina's challenges to the grant of summary judgment and to the 
denial of the Rule 60(b) motion. 
 
Pertamina urges this court to reverse the district court's decision enforcing the Award on 
several grounds under the New York Convention. We conclude that the record forecloses 
Pertamina's arguments that procedural violations and other errors occurred during the 
arbitration preclude enforcement. We reject Pertamina's argument that the Indonesian court's 
order annulling the Award bars its enforcement under the New York Convention; this 
argument is inconsistent with the arbitration agreements Pertamina signed and with its earlier 
position that Switzerland, the neutral forum the parties selected, had exclusive jurisdiction 
over an annulment proceeding. We reject Pertamina's efforts to delay or avoid enforcement of 
the Award as evidencing a disregard for the international commercial arbitration procedures it 
agreed to follow.[6] In short, we affirm the district court's judgment enforcing the Award, for 
the reasons set out in detail below. 
 
I. Background 
 
A. Procedural and Factual History 
 
KBC explores and develops geothermal energy sources and builds electric generating stations 
using geothermal sources. Pertamina is an oil, gas, and geothermal energy company owned 
by the Republic of Indonesia.[7] In November 1994, KBC signed two contracts to produce 
electricity from geothermal sources in Indonesia. Under the Joint Operation Contract 
("JOC"), KBC had the right to develop geothermal energy sources in the Karaha area of 
Indonesia; Pertamina was to manage the project and receive the electricity generated. Under 
the Energy Sales Contract ("ESC"), PLN agreed to purchase from Pertamina the energy 
generated by KBC's facilities. Both contracts contained almost identical broad arbitration 
clauses, requiring the parties to arbitrate any disputes in Geneva, Switzerland under the 
Arbitration Rules of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law 
("UNCITRAL").[8] 
 
283 On September 20, 1997, the government of Indonesia temporarily suspended the project 
because of the country's financial crisis. The government of Indonesia indefinitely suspended 
the project on January 10, 1998. On February 10, 1998, KBC notified Pertamina and PLN 
that the government's indefinite suspension constituted an event of "force majeure" under the 
contracts. KBC initiated arbitration proceedings on April 30, 1998. In its notice of arbitration, 
KBC appointed Professor Piero Bernardini, vice-chair of the International Chamber of 
Commerce's ("ICC") International Court of Arbitration and member of the London Court of 
International Arbitration, to serve as an arbitrator. Pertamina, however, did not designate an 
arbitrator in the contractually allotted thirty days. The JOC and ESC both provided that if a 
party failed to appoint an arbitrator within thirty days, the Secretary-General of the 
International Center for Settlement of Investment Disputes ("ICSID") was to make the 
appointment. After notifying Pertamina, PLN, and the government of Indonesia, the ICSID 



appointed Dr. Ahmed El-Kosheri, another vice-chair of the ICC, as the second arbitrator. As 
specified in the JOC and ESC, the two appointed arbitrators then selected the chairman of the 
arbitration panel, Yves Derains, the former Secretary-General of the ICC. 
 
284 Pertamina raised threshold challenges to the Tribunal's consolidation of the claims KBC 
raised under the JOC and the ESC into one arbitration proceeding and to the selection of the 
panel. In October 1999, the Tribunal issued a Preliminary Award, rejecting Pertamina's 
threshold challenges and ruling that the government of Indonesia was not a party to the 
contracts or to the arbitration proceeding. 
 
KBC filed its Revised Statement of Claim in November 1999. Pertamina received a number 
of extensions before it filed its reply to the Revised Statement of Claim in April 2000. KBC 
filed a rebuttal to that reply in May 2000. In response to KBC's rebuttal, Pertamina sought 
additional discovery and a continuance of the proceedings, claiming that KBC had raised 
assertions and added elements to its case-in-chief not contained in the Revised Statement of 
Claim. 
 
From the outset, the parties vigorously disputed whether KBC could have obtained financing 
to build the project if the government of Indonesia had not issued the suspension decree. 
Pertamina contended that KBC could not have built the project โ€” and therefore suffered no 

damages from the government decree suspending the work โ€” because the precarious 
situation in Indonesia effectively made the necessary financing unavailable. Pertamina 
asserted that KBC's rebuttal introduced a new theory as to how project financing could have 
been obtained. KBC changed from focusing on the availability of third-party financing and 
argued in the rebuttal that one of its direct investors, FPL Energy ("FPL"), would have 
provided project financing if no other source was available. Shortly before the scheduled 
hearing, Pertamina sought discovery of documents relating to FPL's asserted willingness to 
finance the project. In May 2000, the Tribunal denied Pertamina's request to obtain this 
discovery before the hearing and denied the request for a continuance. The Tribunal stated 
that it would decide at the conclusion of the hearing "whether any adjustment to the 
proceeding" would be required because of the discovery requested. The hearing on the merits 
proceeded as scheduled in June 2000. 
 
The Tribunal received a large record. Both sides submitted extensive witness statements, 
expert reports, exhibits, and briefs. During the hearing, Pertamina and PLN cross-examined 
KBC's witnesses, including two witnesses who testified about KBC's ability to finance the 
project, Robert McGrath, Treasurer of FPL Group, Inc., and Leslie Gelber, former Vice-
President of Development at FPL Energy. Both witnesses submitted declarations stating that 
"FPL Energy was prepared in 1998 to provide bridge financing or direct capital to continue 
the Project through the phases of the Project that were scheduled to be completed during 
Indonesia's period of instability." At the hearing, counsel for Pertamina specifically 
questioned McGrath about the availability of project financing from FPL. During that 
questioning, a Tribunal member asked McGrath whether the investment in the project was 
protected by a form of political risk insurance. McGrath responded, "I am not sure of that. I 
know there were some discussions at the time, but I don't recollect as to whether it was or 
wasn't." Counsel for Pertamina asked no follow-up questions. At the end of the hearing, 
counsel for Pertamina declined to pursue the previously requested discovery and stated that 
the record had been "fully" made. 
 



In the Final Award, the Tribunal found that under the JOC and the ESC, Pertamina and PLN 
had accepted the risk of loss arising from a "Government Related 285 Event." The Tribunal 
interpreted the contracts as "putting the consequences of a Governmental decision which 
prevents the performance of the contract at Pertamina's ... sole risk." The Tribunal awarded 
KBC $111.1 million, the amount KBC had expended on the project, and $150 million in lost 
profits. The Tribunal explained in detail why it rejected the lost profits amount KBC sought โ

€” $512.5 million โ€” and how it arrived at the amount awarded. 
 
In February 2001, Pertamina appealed the Award to the Supreme Court of Switzerland. 
While that appeal was pending, KBC initiated this suit in the federal district court to enforce 
the Award. 
 
B. The District Court Decisions 
 
Pertamina challenged enforcement of the Award in the federal district court on four grounds 
under Article V of the New York Convention: (1) the procedure for selecting the arbitrators 
was not in accordance with the agreement of the parties; (2) the Tribunal improperly 
consolidated the claims into one arbitration; (3) Pertamina was "unable to present its case" to 
the Tribunal; and (4) enforcement of the damages Award would violate the public policy of 
the United States. As to the first two grounds, Pertamina contended that the decision to 
consolidate the claims under the two contracts was procedurally improper and that KBC's 
unilateral appointment of an arbitrator violated the ESC arbitration provision. As to the third 
ground, Pertamina argued that the Tribunal improperly reversed its finding in the Preliminary 
Award that Pertamina did not breach the contracts by holding Pertamina liable for 
nonperformance in the Final Award; that the Tribunal's denial of Pertamina's request for 
discovery of FPL's records prevented Pertamina from fully presenting its case; and that the 
Tribunal's denial of a continuance after KBC filed its rebuttal to the reply to the Revised 
Statement of Claim prevented Pertamina from fully preparing to meet KBC's contentions. As 
to the fourth ground, Pertamina argued that the Award violated the international abuse of 
rights doctrine and punished Pertamina for obeying the Indonesian government's decree. 
Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f), Pertamina requested a delay in the district court 
in responding to KBC's summary judgment motion to seek discovery of the same FPL 
records it had unsuccessfully sought in the arbitration. 
 
Pertamina continued its appeal seeking annulment of the Award to the Supreme Court of 
Switzerland while the enforcement action was pending in the district court in Texas. The 
Texas district court slowed the proceedings in deference to Pertamina's request that the Swiss 
court first be allowed to decide whether to annul the Award. In April 2001, the Swiss 
Supreme Court dismissed Pertamina's claim because of untimely payment of costs. Pertamina 
moved for reconsideration; the Swiss court denied that motion in August 2001. 
 
In December 2001, the district court enforced the Award, rejecting each of Pertamina's 
grounds for refusal. The district court carefully reviewed the record in examining Pertamina's 
claimed inability to challenge in the arbitration proceeding KBC's argument that it could have 
obtained project financing from its investor, FPL. The district court denied Pertamina's Rule 
56(f) request for additional discovery on this issue. Pertamina filed its notice of appeal from 
the district court's summary judgment enforcing the Award in January 2002. 
 
Having failed in its effort to annul the Award in the Swiss courts, Pertamina filed suit in 
Indonesia seeking annulment. In August 2002, an Indonesian court annulled 286 the Award. 



KBC continued with enforcement suits in Hong Kong and Canada. In October 2002, while 
this appeal was pending, Pertamina discovered in the Canadian proceeding that FPL and one 
other KBC investor, Caithness, had held a political risk insurance policy covering the KBC 
project through Lloyd's of London. Pertamina also learned that Lloyd's had paid $75 million 
under that insurance policy to FPL and Caithness for the losses resulting from the Indonesian 
government's suspension of the project. 
 
In December 2002, Pertamina filed a motion in the district court to vacate the judgment on 
three grounds: (1) newly-discovered evidence of the political risk insurance policy, under 
Rule 60(b)(2); (2) the Indonesian court's annulment of the underlying arbitral Award, under 
Rule 60(b)(5); and (3) satisfaction of judgment to the extent of the $75 million insurance 
payment. Pertamina also filed a motion in this court to supplement the record and briefing. In 
both motions, Pertamina argued that the existence of political risk insurance coverage in 
favor of FPL undermined KBC's claims that the contracts allocated political risks to 
Pertamina and that FPL would have financed the project in order to avoid losing its earlier 
investment. Additionally, Pertamina argued that the payment of the insurance proceeds 
undermined the Tribunal's determination of damages. Pertamina urged that KBC's failure to 
disclose the insurance during the arbitration provided a basis for refusing to enforce the 
Award and made the district court's summary judgment improper. 
 
This court denied Pertamina's motion to supplement the appellate record under Federal Rule 
of Appellate Procedure 10(e) and remanded to the district court for consideration of 
Pertamina's Rule 60(b) motion. On remand, the district court denied the motion, finding that 
Pertamina failed to show that KBC had misled the tribunal or that KBC's failure to produce 
the political risk insurance policy violated the rules governing the arbitration. 
 
The district court also rejected Pertamina's claim that Indonesia had primary jurisdiction to 
decide to annul the Award and declined to give effect to the Indonesian court's annulment 
order as a defense to enforcement. The district court imposed judicial estoppel to preclude 
Pertamina from asserting that Indonesian procedural law had governed the arbitration and 
that Indonesian courts had primary jurisdiction to review the Award. Finally, the district court 
rejected Pertamina's argument that the amount of the Award should be offset by the $75 
million insurance payment.[9] 
 
287 This appeal followed. Pertamina argues that the Tribunal improperly consolidated the 
claims into one arbitration proceeding; the selection of the arbitrators violated the JOC and 
ESC; the Tribunal denied Pertamina a fair opportunity to present its case because the 
Tribunal reversed part of its Preliminary Award without notice, denied Pertamina's request to 
postpone the arbitration, and denied Pertamina's discovery requests; the Award is contrary to 
public policy because it violated the international law abuse of rights doctrine and because 
the district court's decision holds Pertamina liable for complying with Indonesian law; and 
the Indonesian court's annulment of the arbitral Award is a defense to enforcement under the 
New York Convention. Each ground is addressed below. 
 
II. Analysis 
 
A district court's decision confirming an arbitration award is reviewed under the same 
standard as any other district court decision.[10] This court reviews a district court's grant of 
summary judgment de novo.[11] 
 



A. The New York Convention 
 
The New York Convention provides a carefully structured framework for the review and 
enforcement of international arbitral awards. Only a court in a country with primary 
jurisdiction over an arbitral award may annul that award.[12] Courts in other countries have 
secondary jurisdiction; a court in a country with secondary jurisdiction is limited to deciding 
whether the award may be enforced in that country.[13] The Convention "mandates very 
different regimes for the review of arbitral awards (1) in the [countries] in which, or under the 
law of which, the award was made, and (2) in other [countries] where recognition and 
enforcement are sought."[14] Under the Convention, "the country in which, or under the 
[arbitration] law of which, [an] award was made" is said to have primary jurisdiction over the 
arbitration award.[15] All other signatory states are secondary jurisdictions, in which parties 
can only contest whether that state should enforce the arbitral award.[16] It is clear that the 
district court had secondary jurisdiction and considered only whether to enforce the Award in 
the United States. 
 
Article V enumerates specific grounds on which a court with secondary jurisdiction may 
refuse enforcement.[17] In contrast to the limited authority of secondary-jurisdiction 288 
courts to review an arbitral award, courts of primary jurisdiction, usually the courts of the 
country of the arbitral situs, have much broader discretion to set aside an award. While courts 
of a primary jurisdiction country may apply their own domestic law in evaluating a request to 
annul or set aside an arbitral award, courts in countries of secondary jurisdiction may refuse 
enforcement only on the grounds specified in Article V.[18] 
 
The New York Convention and the implementing legislation, Chapter 2 of the Federal 
Arbitration Act ("FAA"), provide that a secondary jurisdiction court must enforce an 
arbitration award unless it finds one of the grounds for refusal or deferral of recognition or 
enforcement specified in the Convention.[19] The court may not refuse to enforce an arbitral 
award solely on the ground that the arbitrator may have made a mistake of law or fact.[20] 
"Absent extraordinary circumstances, a confirming court is not to reconsider an arbitrator's 
findings."[21] The party defending against enforcement of the arbitral award bears the burden 
of proof.[22] Defenses to enforcement under the New York Convention are construed 
narrowly, "to encourage the recognition and enforcement of commercial arbitration 
agreements in international contracts...."[23] 
 
B. The Choice-of-Law Issues 
 
In the JOC and ESC, the parties stipulated that "the site of the arbitration shall be Geneva." 
The Tribunal concluded that under the arbitration agreements, Swiss procedural law applied 
as the law of the 289 arbitral forum.[24] From 1998 to April 2002, Pertamina consistently 
and repeatedly took the position before the Tribunal, the Swiss courts, and the United States 
district court, that Swiss procedural law applied to the arbitration.[25] In April 2002, after the 
Swiss court had rejected Pertamina's annulment proceeding and the district court had held the 
Award enforceable in the United States, Pertamina moved in the district court for a stay of 
the Award pending the outcome of the annulment proceeding Pertamina had filed in 
Indonesia. For the first time, Pertamina raised in the district court the argument that 
Indonesian, not Swiss, procedural law had applied to the arbitration. Pertamina took this 
position in the district court as part of its argument that Indonesia had primary jurisdiction 
over the Award and therefore had the authority to set it aside rather than merely decline to 
enforce it. 



 
Article V(1)(e) of the Convention provides that a court of secondary jurisdiction may refuse 
to enforce an arbitral award if it "has been set aside or suspended by a competent authority of 
the country in which, or under the law of which, that award was made."[26] Courts have held 
that the language, "`the competent authority of the country ... under the law of which, that 
award was made' refers exclusively to procedural and not substantive law, and more 
precisely, to the regimen or scheme of arbitral procedural law under which the arbitration was 
conducted, and not the substantive law ... applied in the case."[27] In this appeal, Pertamina 
and the Republic of Indonesia (the "Republic"), as 290 amicus, argue that the Tribunal and 
the district court erred in finding that Swiss procedural law, rather than Indonesian procedural 
law, applied. Pertamina and the Republic argue that in the arbitration agreements, the parties 
chose Indonesian procedural, as well as substantive, law to govern the arbitration. Pertamina 
and the Republic assert that, as a result: (1) the arbitration must be examined for compliance 
with Indonesian procedural law; and (2) the Indonesian court had primary jurisdiction to 
annul the Award, providing a defense to enforcement in the United States. KBC responds that 
the Tribunal properly interpreted the parties' contracts in deciding that Swiss procedural law 
applied and the district court properly applied the New York Convention in affirming that 
decision. This court agrees with KBC. 
 
Under the New York Convention, the rulings of the Tribunal interpreting the parties' contract 
are entitled to deference.[28] Unless the Tribunal manifestly disregarded the parties' 
agreement or the law, there is no basis to set aside the determination that Swiss procedural 
law applied.[29] The parties' arbitration agreements specified that the site of the arbitration 
was Geneva, Switzerland and that the arbitration would proceed under the UNCITRAL rules. 
Those rules specify that the "arbitral tribunal shall apply the law designated by the parties as 
applicable to the substance of the dispute."[30] It is undisputed that the parties specified that 
Indonesian substantive law would apply.[31] It is also undisputed that the contracts specified 
the site of the arbitration as Switzerland. The contracts did not otherwise expressly identify 
the procedural law that would apply to the arbitration. The parties did refer to certain 
Indonesian Civil Procedure Rules in the contracts.[32] Pertamina and the Republic argue that 
291 these references evidence an intent that while Switzerland would be the place of the 
arbitration, Indonesian procedural law would apply as the lex arbitri. 
 
Under the New York Convention, an agreement specifying the place of the arbitration creates 
a presumption that the procedural law of that place applies to the arbitration.[33] Authorities 
on international arbitration describe an agreement providing that one country will be the site 
of the arbitration but the proceedings will be held under the arbitration law of another country 
by terms such as "exceptional"; "almost unknown";[34] a "purely academic invention";[35] 
"almost never used in practice";[36] a possibility "more theoretical than real"; and a "once-in-
a-blue-moon set of circumstances."[37] Commentators note that such an agreement would be 
complex, inconvenient, and inconsistent with the selection of a neutral forum as the arbitral 
forum.[38] 
 
In the JOC and ESC, the parties expressly agreed that Switzerland would be the site for the 
arbitration. This agreement presumptively selected Swiss procedural law to apply to the 
arbitration. There is no express agreement in the JOC or ESC that Indonesia would be the 
country "under the law of which" the arbitration was to be conducted and the Award was to 
be made.[39] The Tribunal recognized the parties' selection of Switzerland by issuing the 
Award as "[m]ade in Geneva." In selecting Switzerland as the site of the arbitration, the 
parties were not choosing a physical place for the arbitration to occur, but rather the place 



where the award would be "made." Under Article 292 16(1) of the UNCITRAL rules, the 
"place" designated for an arbitration is the legal rather than physical location of the 
forum.[40] The arbitration proceeding in this case physically occurred in Paris, but the Award 
was "made in" Geneva, the place of the arbitration in the legal sense and the presumptive 
source of the applicable procedural law.[41] 
 
The references in the contracts to certain Indonesian civil procedure rules do not rebut the 
strong presumption that Swiss procedural law applied to the arbitration.[42] These references 
fall far short of an express designation of Indonesian procedural law necessary to rebut the 
strong presumption that designating the place of the arbitration also designates the law under 
which the award is made. 
 
Pertamina and the Republic have belatedly asserted that the district court should have 
conducted a choice-of-law analysis to determine the law that would apply to the 
interpretation of the parties' contracts, rather than analyze the contracts under the New York 
Convention. Pertamina and the Republic assert that the result of such an analysis would have 
been to identify Indonesian law as the decisional law under which to interpret the contracts. 
This argument is inconsistent with the position Pertamina โ€” and its experts on interpreting 

international commercial arbitration agreements โ€” took earlier in this case, that the district 
court should review the Tribunal's interpretation of the contracts under the New York 
Convention. A court conducts the multifactor choice-of-law analysis Pertamina now 
advocates in the absence of an effective choice of law by the parties to an arbitration 
agreement.[43] In the JOC and ESC, the parties presumptively chose Swiss procedural law as 
the lex arbitri when they designated Switzerland as the site of the arbitration, and that 
presumption is unrebutted.[44] 
 
As the district court, another panel of this court, and the Hong Kong Court of 293 First 
Instance have all recognized, Pertamina's previous arguments that Swiss arbitral law applied 
strongly evidence the parties' contractual intent.[45] Pertamina represented to the Tribunal 
that Swiss procedural law applied.[46] As but one example, Pertamina cited Swiss procedural 
law in arguing that the Tribunal could not consolidate the claims under the JOC and ESC into 
one proceeding. Pertamina at no point argued to the Tribunal that Indonesian procedural law 
applied. Pertamina initially sought to set aside the Award in a Swiss court.[47] Pertamina 
asked the Texas district court to stay its enforcement proceeding until Pertamina's appeal in 
Switzerland was resolved. In making this argument, Pertamina stated that "[t]he arbitration ... 
was conducted according to the laws of Switzerland, and the Swiss court is empowered to 
vacate an award rendered in Switzerland.... KBC is asking this Court to act prematurely to 
confirm an award that might be overturned in the country whose law governed the 
arbitration."[48] 
 
The Tribunal's decision that Swiss arbitral law applied does not make the Award 
unenforceable.[49] The combination of the parties' selection of Switzerland as the site of the 
arbitration; the failure clearly or expressly to choose Indonesian arbitral law in their 
agreements, as required to select arbitral law other than that of the place of the arbitration; 
and the clear evidence provided by the parties' own conduct that they intended Swiss law to 
apply to the arbitration, amply supports the district court's determination that the Tribunal 
properly applied Swiss procedural law. 
 
The district court also found that under the doctrine of judicial estoppel, Pertamina's prior 
conduct precluded it from arguing against the application of Swiss procedural law. The 



doctrine prevents a party from asserting a position in a legal proceeding that is contrary to a 
position previously taken in the same or earlier 294 proceedings.[50] "The policies 
underlying the doctrine include preventing internal inconsistency, precluding litigants from 
`playing fast and loose' with the courts, and prohibiting parties from deliberately changing 
positions according to the exigencies of the moment."[51] Fifth Circuit courts have identified 
two limitations on judicial estoppel: (1) the position of the party to be estopped must be 
clearly inconsistent with its prior position; and (2) the court must have accepted that prior 
position.[52] Judicial acceptance requires that the court adopted the position previously urged 
by a party, whether as a preliminary matter or as part of a final disposition.[53] 
 
The district court did not abuse its discretion in imposing judicial estoppel to preclude 
Pertamina from arguing against the application of Swiss procedural law. Pertamina 
repeatedly represented to the Tribunal and to the district court that Swiss procedural law 
controlled the arbitration.[54] Both the Tribunal and the district court relied on these 
representations in their decisionmaking. In the Award, the Tribunal accepted Pertamina's 
argument that Swiss procedural law applied. The district court adopted Pertamina's position 
that Swiss law applied in delaying the enforcement proceedings pending the Swiss court's 
resolution of the appeal.[55] Pertamina's argument that Indonesian procedural law governed 
the arbitration is clearly inconsistent with its prior position that Swiss procedural law 
controlled.[56] Pertamina belatedly suggests that its positions are not inconsistent because the 
New York Convention permits multiple primary jurisdictions. As addressed more fully 
below, this record makes it clear that only the Swiss courts had primary jurisdiction over this 
Award. Judicial estoppel provides an additional ground for concluding that Swiss procedural 
law applied to the arbitration proceeding.[57] 
 
C. The Procedural Challenges to the Arbitral Award 
 
1. Consolidation of the Claims under the JOC and ESC into One Arbitration Proceeding 
 
Under Article V(1)(d) of the New York Convention, a court may refuse to enforce 295 an 
arbitration award if "[t]he composition of the arbitral authority or the arbitral procedure was 
not in accordance with the agreement of the parties, or, failing such agreement, was not in 
accordance with the law of the country where the arbitration took place."[58] Pertamina 
argues that because the JOC and ESC were separate contracts with separate arbitration 
clauses, and because neither contract expressly allowed the consolidation of claims, the 
Tribunal improperly consolidated the claims into one arbitration proceeding. Pertamina also 
contends on appeal that because Indonesian rather than Swiss procedural law governed the 
arbitration, the Tribunal's reliance on Swiss procedural law to consolidate the claims was 
erroneous. 
 
The Tribunal carefully analyzed the parties' contracts in concluding that a consolidated 
arbitration of KBC's claims against Pertamina and PLN under the JOC and ESC was 
appropriate. In factual findings set out in the Preliminary Award, the Tribunal set out the 
basis for concluding that the two contracts were integrated such that "the parties did not 
contemplate the performance of two independent contracts but the performance of a single 
project consisting of two closely related parties."[59] The Tribunal continued: 
 
In such circumstances, the conclusion of this Arbitral Tribunal is that KBC's single action 
should be admitted, provided it is appropriate. The Arbitral Tribunal has not the slightest 
doubt in this respect. Due to the integration of the two contracts and the fact that the 



Presidential Decrees, the consequences of which are at the origin of the dispute, affected both 
of them, the initiation of two separate arbitrations would be artificial and would generate the 
risk of contradictory decisions. Moreover, it would increase the costs of all the parties 
involved, an element of special weight in the light of difficulties faced by the Indonesian 
economy, to which counsel for [Pertamina] legitimately drew the Arbitral Tribunal's 
attention. 
The record provides ample support for the Tribunal's findings and conclusion that the two 
contracts were integrated such that the parties contemplated a single arbitration. 
 
The Tribunal cited the Swiss law concept of "connexity" in analyzing the legal relations 
among KBC and Pertamina under the JOC and KBC, Pertamina, and PLN under the ESC as 
one of the factors justifying the consolidation of claims under the two contracts into one 
arbitration proceeding. The Tribunal concluded that the relationship of the JOC and ESC 
exceeded the standard of "connexity" under Swiss law. "The use of the word `connexity' to 
describe the relationship between the JOC and the ESC would be an understatement. In 
reality, the two contracts are integrated." Courts and arbitration tribunals have recognized that 
claims arising under integrated contracts may be consolidated into single arbitrations.[60] 
The Tribunal cited 296 one other factor that supported consolidation: "appropriateness." The 
parties agreed to the application of the UNCITRAL Rules, which permit a tribunal to conduct 
an arbitration "in such manner as it considers appropriate."[61] Pertamina does not dispute 
the application of the UNCITRAL Rules to the arbitration proceeding. 
 
Courts are reluctant to set aside arbitral awards under the New York Convention based on 
procedural violations, reflected in cases holding that the Convention embodies a 
proenforcement bias.[62] The Tribunal emphasized in its Preliminary Award that although 
the claims would be consolidated, "the position of each party has to be considered 
independently when discussing the substance of the case, on the basis of their respective legal 
and contractual situations." The record reflects that the Tribunal kept this promise. There is 
no prejudice arising from the consolidation that would justify a refusal to enforce the Award. 
 
2. The Composition of The Tribunal 
 
Under Article V(1)(d), a court may refuse enforcement of an arbitral award if the 
composition of the tribunal is not in accordance with the parties' agreement.[63] The JOC 
provided for the appointment of arbitrators, as follows: 
 
Each Party [KBC and Pertamina] will appoint an arbitrator within thirty (30) days after the 
date of a request to initiate arbitration, who will then jointly appoint a third arbitrator within 
thirty (30) days of the date of the appointment of the second arbitrator, to act as Chairman of 
the Tribunal. Arbitrators not appointed within the time limits set forth in the preceding 
sentence shall be appointed by the Secretary General of the International Center for 
Settlement of Investment Disputes. 
The ESC procedure for arbitrators' appointment was slightly different: 
 
PLN on one hand, and [KBC] and PERTAMINA, on the other hand, will each appoint one 
arbitrator, in each case within thirty (30) days after the date of a request to initiate arbitration, 
who will then jointly appoint a third arbitrator within thirty (30) days of the date of the 
appointment of the second arbitrator, to act as Chairman of the Tribunal. Arbitrators not 
appointed within the time limits set forth in the preceding sentence shall be appointed by the 



Secretary 297 General of the International Center for Settlement of Investment Disputes, 
upon the request of any Party. 
Each contract required the appointment of arbitrators within thirty days of the notice of 
arbitration and provided for appointment by the ICSID in the event that a party did not do so. 
 
In its notice of arbitration sent to Pertamina, KBC appointed Professor Piero Bernardini to 
serve as an arbitrator. Pertamina did not designate an arbitrator within thirty days, nor did it 
object to KBC's selection at that time. By letter dated June 2, 1998, KBC notified the ICSID 
of Pertamina's inaction and requested the appointment of a second arbitrator under the default 
appointment provisions of the contracts. Pertamina did not respond to this letter. The ICSID 
questioned KBC about the consolidation of claims under the JOC and the ESC and KBC's 
unilateral appointment of an arbitrator. KBC responded by letter dated June 22, 1998. The 
ICSID confirmed receipt of KBC's letters and in a June 29, 1998 letter to all parties, recapped 
the prior correspondence, noted Pertamina's failure to respond, and expressed its intent to 
grant KBC's request to appoint the second arbitrator. The ICSID Secretary-General identified 
Dr. Ahmed El-Kosheri as its candidate and asked for any objections by July 13, 1998. The 
ICSID sent all the preceding correspondence to PLN by courier and to Pertamina by fax and 
courier. Despite the Secretary-General's invitation to do so, neither Pertamina nor PLN 
lodged objections or responses to the proposed appointment. On July 13, 1998, having 
received no communications from Pertamina, the ICSID notified Pertamina and PLN of its 
intent to appoint Dr. El-Kosheri and made the appointment on July 15, 1998. Under the JOC 
and ESC, Professor Bernardini and Dr. El-Kosheri then selected the chairman of the 
arbitration panel, Yves Derains. 
 
In its Preliminary Award, the Tribunal rejected Pertamina's argument that KBC's selection of 
an arbitrator violated the ESC's requirement that KBC and Pertamina jointly make the 
nomination. The Tribunal found that the parties intended to limit that requirement to disputes 
in which PLN was opposed to KBC and Pertamina. Because the ESC did not expressly 
address the method for appointing arbitrators when KBC and Pertamina opposed each other, 
the Tribunal found that UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules for appointment applied. The Tribunal 
ruled that the appointment procedures used did not violate these rules or create an inequality 
of treatment. The Tribunal emphasized Pertamina's failure to nominate an arbitrator or object 
to those nominated. The district court agreed with the Tribunal's reasoning and added that 
Pertamina had failed to demonstrate any prejudice from the appointment proceedings. 
 
On appeal, Pertamina reasserts its argument that KBC's unilateral selection of an arbitrator 
violated the ESC's requirement that "PLN on the one hand and [KBC] and Pertamina, on the 
other hand, will each appoint one arbitrator." Pertamina contends that its interests would 
always be aligned with KBC under the ESC, which required PLN to purchase from Pertamina 
the electricity that KBC provided, and that this explains the contractual requirement that KBC 
and Pertamina agree on an arbitrator in a dispute arising under that contract. In response, 
KBC argues that the Tribunal correctly found that a dispute between KBC and Pertamina was 
possible under the ESC, but in the event of such a dispute, the ESC did not provide a 
procedure for choosing an arbitrator. KBC asserts that the Tribunal correctly found that the 
general UNCITRAL 298 rules for selecting an arbitrator would apply, under which KBC, 
Pertamina, and PLN would each appoint an arbitrator. In addition, KBC argues that the 
district court correctly found that Pertamina had failed to object to KBC's selection of 
Professor Bernardini as an arbitrator and failed to nominate an arbitrator despite the ICSID's 
requests. Finally, KBC argues that Pertamina cannot show prejudice that would make the 
Award unenforceable. 



 
The ESC arbitration clause refers to "any dispute or difference of any kind whatsoever" 
arising among "the Parties." Section 2 of the ESC defines "parties" to include PLN, 
Pertamina, and KBC. By its terms, the arbitration clause covers a dispute between KBC and 
Pertamina arising under the ESC, as well as a dispute in which the interests of KBC and 
Pertamina are aligned. If the ESC required KBC and Pertamina jointly to select an arbitrator 
for disputes in which KBC and Pertamina were opposed, as Pertamina contends, Pertamina 
could effectively block arbitration under the ESC simply by refusing to agree with KBC to 
the selection of an arbitrator. Such an interpretation would make the ESC arbitration clause 
illusory. In addition, Pertamina had numerous opportunities early in the proceedings to object 
to KBC's selection of Professor Bernardini as an arbitrator and to nominate its own arbitrator. 
Pertamina did not challenge the composition of the arbitral panel until after the entire panel 
had been selected and seated. Pertamina's failure timely to object to Professor Bernardini's 
selection and to nominate its own arbitrator was, as the district court noted, a strategic 
decision that Pertamina should not now be able to assert as a defense to enforcing the 
Award.[64] 
 
Pertamina has failed to meet its burden of showing that the Tribunal was improperly 
constituted. The Tribunal reasonably interpreted the ESC's arbitration provisions and 
reasonably applied the UNCITRAL arbitration rules. Despite numerous opportunities, 
Pertamina failed to challenge the Tribunal's composition until after the arbitrators were 
selected. The procedural infirmities Pertamina alleges do not provide grounds for denying 
enforcement of the Award. 
 
D. The Due Process Challenges to the Arbitral Award 
 
Under Article V(1)(b), enforcement of a foreign arbitral award may be denied if the party 
challenging the award was "not given proper notice of the appointment of the arbitrator or of 
the arbitration proceedings or was otherwise unable to present [its] case."[65] Article V(1)(b) 
"essentially sanctions the application of the forum state's standards of due process," in this 
case, United States standards of due process.[66] A fundamentally fair hearing requires that a 
party to a foreign arbitration be able to present its case.[67] A fundamentally fair hearing is 
299 one that "meets `the minimal requirements of fairness' โ€” adequate notice, a hearing on 
the evidence, and an impartial decision by the arbitrator."[68] The parties must have an 
opportunity to be heard "at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner."[69] "The right to 
due process does not include the complete set of procedural rights guaranteed by the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure."[70] 
 
1. The Claim that the Final Award "Reversed" the Preliminary Award 
 
Pertamina first contends that the Tribunal reversed the Preliminary Award in the Final Award 
without notice, denying Pertamina the opportunity to be "meaningfully heard." Pertamina 
emphasizes the Tribunal's ruling that "a governmental decision which prevents KBC [from] 
perform[ing] its obligations is not deemed to be a breach of contract by Pertamina or PLN but 
a Force Majeure event excusing KBC's nonperformance." 
 
The Tribunal stated in the Preliminary Award that the force majeure clause in the JOC and 
ESC made a "government-related event" an event of force majeure only with respect to KBC. 
The Tribunal stated that Pertamina and PLN were so closely related to the Indonesian 
government that a decision by the Indonesian government was not a force majeure event as to 



them. In its briefing before the Tribunal made its Final Award, KBC argued that under the 
contract language and given the close relationship between Pertamina and the Indonesian 
government, Pertamina bore the risk of loss from a force majeure event under the JOC and 
ESC. Pertamina responded that in the Preliminary Award, the Tribunal had ruled that acts of 
force majeure by the Indonesian government are not breaches of the JOC and ESC and that to 
award KBC damages would be incompatible with that ruling. In the Final Award, the 
Tribunal found that the Indonesian government's actions were an event of force majeure that 
excused KBC's failure to perform under the JOC and ESC. The Tribunal stated that this 
finding did not contradict its ruling in the Preliminary Award that the Indonesian government 
was not a party to the JOC or ESC, because that ruling "was not meant to express any view as 
to the consequences to Pertamina ... of a Governmental decision which prevents the 
performance of the Contracts." 
 
The record shows that Pertamina knew it could be found liable for nonperformance after the 
Preliminary Award had issued. After the Preliminary Award issued, KBC argued to the 
Tribunal that Pertamina bore the risk of nonperformance under the JOC and ESC in the event 
of force majeure. KBC's argument clearly assumed that the Preliminary Award allowed the 
Tribunal to find that the contracts placed the risk of, and liability for, such nonperformance 
on Pertamina. In response to that argument, Pertamina had, and took, the opportunity fully to 
present its arguments against KBC's theory of liability. 
 
The Final Award shows that the Tribunal considered and rejected Pertamina's argument in 
making its liability decision. The Tribunal concluded that the JOC and ESC allocated the risk 
of government interference 300 with the project solely to Pertamina and PLN. In this 
enforcement proceeding, Pertamina is essentially repeating the arguments it made to the 
Tribunal. The fact that those arguments were presented to and considered by the Tribunal is 
inconsistent with Pertamina's claim that it had no notice of the need to make the argument to 
that Tribunal or the opportunity to do so. Pertamina did not suffer the fundamental unfairness 
it claims, so as to support a refusal to enforce the Award.[71] 
 
2. The Tribunal's Denial of a Continuance and Request for Additional Discovery 
 
To challenge KBC's contention that FPL was willing to finance the project, Pertamina sought 
in the arbitration proceeding a continuance and discovery of the following documents from 
KBC, FPL, and Caithness regarding the financing of the KBC project: 
 
(1) All documents relating to efforts to obtain financing for the Karaha-Bodas project during 
the period September 1997 through June 1998. 
(2) All documents showing any consideration of providing direct financing (whether through 
bridge financing, a loan guarantee, or direct equity investment) for the Karaha-Bodas project 
during the period September 1997 through June 1998. 
(3) All documents relating to FPL's, its subsidiaries', or its predecessors' consideration of 
whether to invest in the Karaha-Bodas project. 
(4) All documents relating to FPL's, its subsidiaries', or its predecessors' decision to invest in 
the Karaha-Bodas project, stated variously to have occurred in mid-1996 or mid-1997. 
(5) All documents sent by KBC to FPL, its subsidiaries, or its predecessors following the 
investment identified in ถ 4 and concerning geothermal exploration and development in the 
Karaha-Bodas concession area (whether such exploration occurred before or after the 
investment). 



(6) All documents relating to evaluation by each, any and all of KBC, FPL (or subsidiaries or 
predecessors), and Caithness whether to proceed with the Karaha-Bodas project during the 
period September 1997 through June 1998. 
The Tribunal denied Pertamina's request. 
 
After Pertamina discovered that FPL and certain other investors in KBC owned a political 
risk insurance policy underwritten by Lloyd's of London, which had paid $75 million after 
the project suspension, Pertamina sought reconsideration of the district court's summary 
judgment enforcing the Award under Rule 60(b). The district court found that Pertamina's 
inability to introduce evidence of the insurance policy at the arbitration did not prevent the 
presentation of its case to the Tribunal. The district court also held that KBC's failure to bring 
the insurance policy to the Tribunal's attention did not make enforcing the Award a violation 
of public policy. We agree. 
 
"An `arbitrator is not bound to hear all of the evidence tendered by the parties.... [He] must 
give each of the parties to the dispute an adequate opportunity to present its evidence and 
arguments.'"[72] It is appropriate to vacate an 301 arbitral award if the exclusion of relevant 
evidence deprives a party of a fair hearing.[73] "Every failure of an arbitrator to receive 
relevant evidence does not constitute misconduct requiring vacatur of an arbitrator's award. A 
federal court may vacate an arbitrator's award only if the arbitrator's refusal to hear pertinent 
and material evidence prejudices the rights of the parties to the arbitration proceedings."[74] 
 
Although the Tribunal denied Pertamina the specific discovery it sought on the issue of FPL 
financing, Pertamina was able to cross-examine the KBC witnesses who testified that FPL 
was willing to provide financing for the project, Leslie Gelber and Robert McGrath. Before 
those witnesses testified, Pertamina had already presented substantial evidence in its response 
to KBC's Statement of Claim as to why KBC would not have been able to secure financing 
for the project, emphasizing the depressed state of the Indonesian economy and its 
unattractiveness to investors. Pertamina argued to the Tribunal that KBC had presented no 
documentary evidence of FPL's willingness to finance the project and asserted that FPL 
would have required such a high rate of interest because of the risk involved as to make the 
KBC venture unprofitable. 
 
The Tribunal found that "the issue remained open in 1998 of the terms and conditions upon 
which financing could have been obtained for the Project development." The Tribunal noted 
that "the worsening of the economic and political situation in Indonesia at the time has to be 
taken into account as regards both the conditions at which financing could have been 
obtained and possible delays in arranging the same." The Tribunal, however, noted that the 
parties contemplated the possibility of a delay in arranging financing, because the ESC 
provided that the contract could be suspended for up to two years if KBC was unable to 
arrange financing for the project. The Tribunal also noted KBC's efforts to reinstate the 
project after the initial government suspension order, finding that KBC was ready and willing 
to secure financing for the project. The Tribunal found the testimony of KBC's witnesses on 
financing credible, stating that it had "no reason ... to cast doubts about KBC's readiness, 
directly and/or through its shareholders, to make provision thereof." In determining the lost 
profits, the Tribunal considered all the risks of the project, including the potential difficulties 
in arranging financing that Pertamina cited, and "significantly reduc[ed]" the amount of lost 
profits claimed by KBC. 
 



In Generica, Ltd. v. Pharmaceutical Basics, Inc.,[75] the party opposing enforcement of an 
international arbitration award argued that the tribunal curtailed cross-examination of a 
witness, in violation of the party's due process right to present its case.[76] The tribunal, 
recognizing that it had curtailed the cross-examination, placed diminished reliance on the 
witness's testimony.[77] The court found that by limiting the reliance on the witness's 
testimony, the arbitrators eliminated the possibility of prejudice to the party claiming a due 
process 302 violation.[78] The court confirmed the award.[79] As in Generica, the Tribunal 
appears to have given all the evidence as to damages, including the availability of financing, 
appropriate weight in determining liability and damages. 
 
In Tempo Shain Corp. v. Bertek, Inc.,[80] the arbitral panel did not allow a potential witness 
to testify on the basis that the witness's testimony was cumulative.[81] The court vacated the 
arbitral award.[82] The record showed that the witness would have testified to facts that only 
he could have known, making his testimony essential.[83] Similarly, in Hoteles Condado 
Beach, La Concha and Convention Center v. Union De Tronquistas Local 901,[84] the court 
vacated an award because the arbitral panel refused to give any weight to the only evidence 
available to the losing party.[85] In the present case, by contrast, the Tribunal's language in 
the Final Award and the record show that the testimony about FPL's willingness to provide 
financing was only one factor relevant to damages. KBC raised the possibility of FPL's direct 
financing only in response to Pertamina's affirmative defense that KBC could not have 
financed the project. Pertamina did not seek discovery on KBC's efforts to finance the project 
in the arbitration proceeding until after KBC filed its rebuttal to the response to the Statement 
of Claim, despite the fact that Pertamina raised the issue as an affirmative defense. 
 
The record shows that the Tribunal's refusal to grant a continuance and additional prehearing 
discovery did not "so affect the rights of [Pertamina] that it may be said that [it] was deprived 
of a fair hearing."[86] Pertamina was able to present comprehensive evidence of investment 
conditions in Indonesia and expert opinions on the availability of financing, as well as cross-
examine Gelber and McGrath on FPL's asserted willingness and ability to provide 
financing.[87] 
 
Pertamina contends that the late revelation of the political risk insurance policy refutes KBC's 
contention in the arbitration that FPL was willing to finance KBC to protect the $40 million it 
had previously invested in KBC. The existence of the political insurance policy was not 
"central or decisive" to Pertamina's case.[88] In order to show damages, KBC had to show 
that if the project had not been suspended, 303 KBC could have proceeded to perform by 
obtaining financing. The record amply supports KBC's position that KBC and FPL had 
already invested substantial money before the Indonesian government issued its suspension 
order. The existence of the political risk insurance policy is not inconsistent with the 
testimony of Gelber and McGrath that FPL intended to finance the project and would have 
done so but for the suspension decreed by the government of Indonesia. The existence of 
political risk insurance for the project is not inconsistent with FPL's willingness to invest had 
the project not been suspended, that is, if the risk insured against had not occurred. The 
Tribunal's damages analysis and the lost profits award depended on the assumption that the 
project continued, that is, that the suspension had not taken place. 
 
Pertamina's argument that KBC's political risk insurance policy undermines the Tribunal's 
finding that the JOC and ESC placed the risk of a government-related event on Pertamina is 
also unavailing. The Tribunal determined that the JOC and ESC placed the risk of 
nonperformance due to a government-related event on Pertamina based on a well-reasoned, 



detailed analysis of the contract terms.[89] The existence of a political risk policy does not 
undermine this result. Moreover, the political risk policy contained a subrogation provision 
that required KBC to reimburse the insurer if KBC recovered its losses from another 
source.[90] The existence of the political risk policy is not inconsistent with the contractual 
allocation of risk. 
 
The Tribunal asked McGrath whether FPL had purchased "OPIC insurance," a form of 
political risk insurance. McGrath responded that he did not know the answer to the question. 
Pertamina's counsel did not follow up on the Tribunal's questioning. At the conclusion of the 
hearing, the Tribunal chair asked the parties whether the discovery requests were 
"maintained, all of them, part of them, because we would like to know on what we have to 
decide." The response from counsel for Pertamina was as follows: 
 
[T]he purpose of discovery is to prepare for the hearing, it is not to supplement the record 
after the hearing. So I think the discovery requests are moot, and if discovery is now 
permitted, then you have to re-open the proceedings and so on. So I treated, notwithstanding 
the fact that it was theoretically open, I treated this request as effectively being denied, and 
we went forward. Our request went to the purported financial 304 ability, the purported 
financing that would have been made available and other things, and I think the record on 
that has been fully made. I am prepared to rest on that record, and so I think the discovery 
requests should no longer be in the picture. 
The parties submitted extensive posttrial briefs. In the Final Award, issued in December 
2000, the Tribunal stated that all parties had "waived their respective requests for discovery" 
at the conclusion of the hearing. 
 
Pertamina asserts that it did not waive its requests for discovery because the Tribunal denied 
the request before the hearing, when the discovery could have been of use. Pertamina ignores 
the fact that in international commercial arbitration, it is not uncommon to ask for additional 
discovery or information after a hearing, to request additional sessions of a hearing to submit 
more evidence, or to file posthearing submissions.[91] Rather than renew its requests for 
discovery into FPL's willingness to finance the project or to assert a request for discovery into 
FPL's political risk insurance, Pertamina's counsel expressly stated that the record had been 
"fully made" and that he was "prepared to rest on the record." The record supports the 
Tribunal's conclusion that the discovery requests made before the hearing had been waived. 
Pertamina did not ask for discovery into political risk insurance until it filed its Rule 60(b) 
motion in the district court. 
 
The Tribunal's denial of a continuance and additional discovery did not prevent Pertamina 
from presenting its case, so as to deprive it of a fair hearing. Pertamina presented ample 
evidence in support of its position that KBC would be unable to find financing. The Tribunal 
considered Pertamina's evidence and gave it considerable weight, awarding KBC damages 
substantially lower than the amount it sought.[92] Pertamina has failed to show the prejudice 
required to decline enforcement of the Award on this ground. 
 
3. The District Court's Denial of Pertamina's Rule 56(f) Discovery Request 
 
In the district court, after KBC moved for summary judgment on its application to enforce the 
Award, Pertamina moved for a continuance under Rule 56(f) and sought the same discovery 
on FPL's willingness and ability to provide project financing that it had sought in the 
arbitration. The district court denied the Rule 56(f) motion. 



 
The denial of a Rule 56(f) discovery request is reviewed for abuse of discretion.[93] The 
district court may not 305 simply rely on vague assertions that additional discovery will 
produce needed, but unspecified, facts.[94] "If it appears that further discovery will not 
produce evidence creating a genuine issue of material fact, the district court may, in the 
exercise of its discretion, grant summary judgment."[95] As one court has explained: 
 
In judging discovery requests in this context [of an arbitration award confirmation 
proceeding], the court must weigh the asserted need for hitherto undisclosed information and 
assess the impact of granting such discovery on the arbitral process. The inquiry is an entirely 
practical one, and is necessarily keyed to the specific issues raised by the party challenging 
the award and the degree to which those issues implicated factual questions that cannot be 
reliably resolved without some further disclosure.[96] 
The record shows that in the arbitration, Pertamina was able to present substantial evidence 
regarding the Indonesian economy, the problems in securing financing for projects in 
Indonesia, and the projected electrical generating capacity of the project. The Tribunal took 
Pertamina's arguments into account in awarding significantly less in lost profits than KBC 
had sought. The Tribunal did not solely rely on FPL's willingness to finance the project in 
determining that KBC was ready to "directly, and/or through its shareholders," finance the 
project. The Tribunal also looked to KBC's efforts to convince the Indonesian government to 
restart the project in making this finding. The record supports the district court's denial of a 
continuance to permit further discovery on KBC's ability to finance the project. 
 
The district court also noted Pertamina's counsel's statement at the conclusion of the 
arbitration hearing that "the record on [the financing issue] ha[d] been fully made." Pertamina 
has failed to show that the discovery it sought in the district court would have created 
disputed fact issues material to determining whether Pertamina received a fundamentally fair 
hearing before the Tribunal.[97] Because the issue of financing could be reliably resolved 
without the requested discovery, the district court did not abuse its discretion in denying 
Pertamina's Rule 56(f) motion.[98] 
 
E. The Public Policy Challenge to the Arbitral Award 
 
Pertamina asserts that the Award violated public policy because it violated the international 
law doctrine of abuse of rights. Pertamina contends that the Award imposes punishment for 
obeying a government decree. Pertamina also asserts that KBC's failure to disclose the 
political risk insurance policy during the arbitration makes enforcement of the Award a 
violation of public policy. 
 
Under Article V(2)(b) of the New York Convention, a court may refuse 306 to recognize or 
enforce an arbitral award if it "would be contrary to the public policy of that country."[99] 
The public policy defense is to be "construed narrowly to be applied only where enforcement 
would violate the forum state's most basic notions of morality and justice."[100] "The general 
pro-enforcement bias informing the convention ... points to a narrow reading of the public 
policy defense."[101] Erroneous legal reasoning or misapplication of law is generally not a 
violation of public policy within the meaning of the New York Convention.[102] 
 
An action violates the abuse of rights doctrine if one of the following three factors is present: 
(1) the predominant motive for the action is to cause harm; (2) the action is totally 
unreasonable given the lack of any legitimate interest in the exercise of the right and its 



exercise harms another; and (3) the right is exercised for a purpose other than that for which 
it exists.[103] The abuse of rights doctrine is not established in American law[104] and 
KBC's actions do not meet the factors required to trigger its application. The evidence in the 
record is that KBC pursued the arbitration to recover its costs, expenses, and lost profits from 
the nonperformance of the JOC and ESC.[105] The record does not support Pertamina's 
argument that enforcing the Award penalizes obedience to a governmental decree. The 
Tribunal explained in the Final Award that the JOC and ESC shifted the risk of loss resulting 
from a government-ordered suspension onto Pertamina and PLN. Pertamina is challenging 
the substance of the Tribunal's interpretation of the JOC and ESC. An arbitration tribunal's 
contract interpretation does not violate public policy unless it "violates the most basic notions 
of morality and justice."[106] The Tribunal's interpretation of the JOC and ESC does not 
approach this steep threshold. 
 
KBC's failure to disclose the political risk insurance policy does not provide a basis for 
refusing to enforce the Award. Enforcement of an arbitration award may be refused if the 
prevailing party furnished perjured evidence to the tribunal or if the award was procured by 
fraud.[107] Courts apply a three-prong test to determine whether an arbitration award is so 
affected by fraud: (1) the movant must establish the fraud by clear and convincing evidence; 
(2) the fraud must not have been discoverable upon the exercise of due diligence before or 
during the arbitration; and (3) the person challenging the award must show that the fraud 
materially related to an issue in the arbitration.[108] It 307 is not necessary to establish that 
the result of the arbitration would have been different if the fraud had not occurred.[109] 
Courts, however, have held that an arbitration award is not fraudulently obtained when the 
protesting party had an opportunity to rebut his opponent's claims at the hearing.[110] 
 
In Biotronik Mess-Und Therapiegeraete GmbH & Co. v. Medford Medical Instrument 
Co.,[111] the party opposing enforcement of the award argued that the prevailing party 
knowingly withheld evidence of an agreement that undermined its case.[112] The court stated 
that while the party opposing enforcement urged fraud, the real complaint was that the party 
prevailing in the arbitration should have presented evidence favorable to its opponent's 
case.[113] The court rejected this argument, stating that "a party cannot complain about the 
nonproduction of evidence when it failed to offer such evidence itself."[114] In Catz 
American Co. v. Pearl Grange Fruit Exchange Inc.,[115] the party opposing enforcement did 
not ask the arbitrators to bring certain witnesses before the panel, although the prevailing 
party offered to make the witnesses available.[116] The panel never called for the witnesses' 
testimony.[117] The party opposing enforcement of the award argued that the prevailing 
party should nonetheless have produced the witnesses.[118] The court rejected this argument, 
stating that "[a]rbitrators must be given discretion to determine whether additional evidence 
is necessary or would simply prolong the proceedings."[119] Because the witnesses were not 
solely within the prevailing party's control and there was other evidence in the record 
supporting the other party's position, the court rejected the challenge to the award.[120] 
 
Pertamina argues that KBC's failure to reveal its political risk insurance policy amounts to 
misconduct warranting a refusal to enforce the Award. There is no evidence in the record that 
KBC deliberately misled the Tribunal. When the question of political risk insurance arose and 
was not clearly resolved, Pertamina had the opportunity to ask additional questions, which it 
chose not to pursue. The Tribunal gave Pertamina an opportunity to pursue discovery 
requests, which it declined. KBC's failure to produce evidence of political risk insurance, 
given Pertamina's decisions not to pursue the subject, does not violate public policy. The 



district court did not err in refusing to deny enforcement of the Award on the basis of a public 
policy violation or in refusing to grant a new trial on the basis of Rule 60(b).[121] 
 
308F. The Effect of the Indonesian Court's Annulment of the Arbitral Award 
 
Pertamina filed an annulment action in the Central District Court of Jakarta, Indonesia in 
March 2002. That court annulled the Award on August 27, 2002. Pertamina now contends 
that the Indonesian court's annulment is a defense to enforcement under the New York 
Convention. KBC responds that Indonesia cannot be a proper forum for annulment because 
Switzerland is the country of primary jurisdiction. 
 
Pertamina argues that the New York Convention permits more than one country to have 
primary jurisdiction over an arbitration award. Pertamina contends that the Convention's 
language permitting annulment by a court in "the country in which, or under the law of 
which, that award was made" allows for two potential primary jurisdiction countries โ€” the 
country who hosted the arbitration proceeding, and the country whose arbitral procedural law 
governed that proceeding.[122] Using this reasoning, Pertamina suggests that both 
Switzerland (the host country) and Indonesia (the country of governing law) have primary 
jurisdiction over the arbitration in this case. 
 
Pertamina correctly observes that the Convention provides two tests for determining which 
country has primary jurisdiction over an arbitration award: a country in which an award is 
made, and a country under the law of which an award is made.[123] The New York 
Convention suggests the potential for more than one country of primary jurisdiction. Courts 
and scholars have noted as much.[124] Pertamina cites one such scholar as support for its 
position: 
 
[A]mbiguity is derived from the fact that the formula does not indicate whether the party 
seeking the annulment of the award must choose between the court at the seat of the 
arbitration and the one located in the country under the law of which the award is made โ€” 

if the two are distinct โ€” or whether it may seek annulment jointly or alternatively before 
both courts.... Article V(1)(e) of the New York Convention could [] be construed as referring 
to the courts of only one country while giving the party seeking the annulment the possibility 
to choose between the two countries should the two be distinct.[125] 
Although an arbitration agreement may make more than one country eligible for primary 
jurisdiction under the New York Convention, the predominant view is that the Convention 
permits only one in any given case.[126] "[M]any commentators and 309 foreign courts have 
concluded that an action to set aside an award can be brought only under the domestic law of 
the arbitral forum."[127] Pertamina's expert on international arbitration filed a report in the 
district court, stating that "there can be only one country in which the courts have jurisdiction 
over an annulment."[128] In its motion to the district court to set aside judgment under Rule 
60(b), Pertamina conceded that "[a] primary jurisdiction has exclusive authority to nullify an 
award on the basis of its own arbitration law." Such "exclusive" primary jurisdiction in the 
courts of a single country is consistent with the New York Convention's purpose; facilitates 
the "orderliness and predictability" necessary to international commercial agreements; and 
implements the parties' choice of a neutral forum.[129] 
 
In this case, both of the New York Convention criteria for the country with primary 
jurisdiction point to Switzerland โ€” and only to Switzerland.[130] The Award was made in 



Switzerland and was made under Swiss procedural law. The parties' arbitration agreement 
designated Switzerland as the site for the arbitration. This designation presumptively 
designated Swiss procedural law as the lex arbitri, in the absence of any express statement 
making 310 another country's procedural law applicable. 
 
Pertamina's own conduct during and after the arbitration evidences its intent to have Swiss 
procedural law apply and to have Switzerland be the country of primary jurisdiction over the 
Award. During the arbitration, Pertamina asserted that Swiss procedural law applied. When it 
lost the arbitration, Pertamina asked the Swiss court to set aside the Award, acknowledging 
that the Swiss courts had primary jurisdiction. While that appeal was pending, Pertamina 
urged the district court in the enforcement proceeding that the Swiss court had exclusive 
primary jurisdiction โ€” until the Swiss courts rejected Pertamina's appeal.[131] 
 
Under the New York Convention, the parties' arbitration agreement, and this record, 
Switzerland had primary jurisdiction over the Award.[132] Because Indonesia did not have 
primary jurisdiction to set aside the Award, this court affirms the district court's conclusion 
that the Indonesian court's annulment ruling is not a defense to enforcement under the New 
York Convention. 
 
III. Conclusion 
 
Pertamina's challenges to the district court's decision affirming the Award are without merit. 
The summary judgment enforcing the Award is AFFIRMED. 
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